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Comprehensive Connectivity Introduces New CHE-HDBT322 Pro AV/IT HDBaseT
Extender Over CAT5e/6/7 with Dual HDMI Outputs
Fairfield, NJ (May 19, 2015) – Comprehensive Connectivity Company, the tested and trusted
connectivity solutions provider to the Pro AV/IT markets for more than 40 years, announces
their new Pro AV/IT CHE-HDBT322 HDBaseT HDMI Extender over a CAT5e/6/7 cable with
dual HDMI outputs that can extend and split your uncompressed data up to 330ft.
The dual, simultaneous HDMI outputs with transmitter and receiver can send uncompressed
audio/video and IR data over a single run of CAT5e/6/7 cable at a distance up to 330 feet.
Another feature includes, the dual HDMI outputs that provide connection of a second display in
the same zone. The CHE-HDBT322 features full 5Play convergence allowing the transmission
of video, audio, and control (IR). Comprehensive’s CHE-HDBT322 supports transfer of bidirectional infrared control, allowing for greater flexibility in installations. Supports video signals
up to Ultra-High-Definition 4k×2k, including 1080p@60Hz.
Durable metal enclosure makes this unit perfect for demanding environments. The CHEHDBT322 Extender is perfect for meeting room presentations, classrooms and any commercial
or residential environment that demands ultra high definition throughput and HDMI signal
distance transmitted without degradation or loss from the original signal source. All
components are RoHS Compliant and offer a 2 Year Warranty.
Features
• Supports Dual Simultaneous HDMI outputs
• Send and Receive uncompressed HDMI with audio up to 330 feet
• Full HDBaseT 5play features include IR, RS-232, and an Ethernet connection, POE
• Ultra-high-definition 4k×2k compatible
• Bi-directional Power over Ethernet
• Easy to install and operate
• Durable Metal Enclosure
• 2 Year Warranty

For more information about Comprehensive or any Comprehensive products, please visit us at
www.ComprehensiveCo.com, call toll free at 800-526-0242 or e-mail
sales@ComprehensiveCo.com
sales@comprehensivecable.com
About Comprehensive Connectivity
For more than 40 years, Comprehensive Connectivity has been the Pro A/V industry standard for professional
connectivity performance, reliability and value. That’s why millions of Comprehensive connectivity products are in
use at stadiums, in broadcast and recording studios, stages, boardrooms, classrooms, government installations
and living rooms around the world. Comprehensive Connectivity Company is a division of New Jersey based
VCOM International Multimedia Corporation
.

